An unforgettable experience that
transforms how your team leads
As the Senior Officers aboard the Titanic to tackle the Think fast. Think
smart. Your decisions mean the difference between life and death of your
passengers — and metaphorically for your business.
Save the Titanic™ allows participants to learn by doing. Teams learn to take
responsibility for the situation and find the solutions necessary to save the
day — no matter what the obstacles. Participants get feedback on their
actions and live with the consequences of their choices. This fast-paced
and unpredictable simulation gives you a first-hand opportunity to see
your people in action.

Your leaders and teams will leave Save the Titanic™ better equipped to:
• Work through the confusion and insufficient information to make bold
and effective decisions in the face of extreme challenges
• Take responsibility and think beyond the limits of what seems possible
• See how an individual’s behavior impacts the team’s success
• Embrace a new framework for collaboration and realize that
extraordinary results are achieved by the team
• Ask better questions and add context to communicate more effectively
The journey continues as participants learn to lead differently with new
tools to achieve extraordinary results.

Grow, achieve and lead —
with Learn2
Our mission is simple:
Change the way the world works
Your Exponential Team Acceleration Process begins with an immersive
experience. You choose the destination or business target and, after the live
experience, together we sustain and amplify your results until your team
reaches its goal. Our clients’ achievements prove that by creating engaging
environments, with sustained reinforcement and accountability, leaders and
teams deliver exponential business impact.
• MTS increases sales from $800M to $1.4B in a year
• Leading Canadian financial institution reaches 2,100% ROI
• Foresters Financial achieves 5x sales

Develop your leaders and teams
• The Power of Sales and Service Results

Sales growth, objection handling, understanding buyers, clear value,
vocalizing value, engaging buyers, exploring needs, presenting, and
leap-frogging the competition
• The Power of Leadership Results

Team goals, problems-to-solutions, handling resistance, coaching,
feedback, performance management, best-practice sharing,
recognition, and rewards
• The Power of Natural Communication

Connection, collaboration, appreciation, influence, and empathy

Find out what an Exponential Team Acceleration Process can do for you.

Prove the ROI on your
investment in people
What if you could easily report on the economic
impact of your leaders’ and
teams’ development? You get the ROI and
impact to your bottom line.

Orchestrate Impact™ benefits your entire
organization by:
1. Supporting implementation with real-time coaching
2 Economic impact of investing in people development
3 Culture Transformation by identifying talent based on
their impact

Connect with us
today: 1.877.453.2762 ·
Sales@Learn2.com or visit
Learn2.com

